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ABSTRACT 

The K-q effective mass spectrum in the reaction K-p ---) K-7r+7rr7rop at 11 
GeV/c has a prominent peak at - 1.75 GeV/c2, which is shown to be due to the 
K,*(1780) by a spherical harmonic moments analysis and amplitude decomposition; 
there is no significant signal for Kl(l430). The measured branching fractions for the 
leading L = 1 and L = 2 K*‘s, [BF(K,*(1430) + Kq) < 0.45% at the 95% c.l., 
and BF(Ki(l780) -+ Kq) = 9.4 f 3.4 ‘?“I o confirm the SU(3) prediction that the Kq 
channel couples preferentially to odd spin K*‘s. r 
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There have been extensive studies of the strange mesons (K*) in the K?r and Km 

final states [1,2,3,4,5], and the decay branching fractions (BF) of the leading and 

underlying states below 2.0 GeV/c2 to these channels are relatively well measured. 

However, no significant direct observation of K* decay to the Kv final state has been 

reported so far [6]; the PDG summary table [7] cites only an indirect measurement of 

the BF(K,* (1430) --) Kq) taken from a multi-channel fit. 

As we discuss below, the SU(3) properties of the coupling of Kq to the K*‘s leads 

to the striking prediction that the Kq branching fraction for even-spin states will be 

extremely small, while that for odd spin states should be quite substantial. It follows 

that the measurement of these branching fractions provides a good check of SU(3) 

symmetry. The importance of measuring the Kq (and Kq’) decay branching fractions 
-. 

and confuming the selective coupling to even and odd spin K*‘s has been pointed 

out by, Lipkin [8], who emphasized that the same argument leads to a robust method 

of distinguishing between different classes of charmed meson decay models. There is 

some indirect evidence for the expected suppression of the Kq decay mode for the spin 

zero K’, since the S-wave Klr amplitude is fully elastic well above the Kq threshold 

[4], but direct confirmation for other K* states has not been made until now because 

of experimental limitations. 

In this paper, we present an analysis of the K-q system produced in the reaction 

K-p ---) K-n+x-rap (1) 

at 11 GeV/c. The data were obtained with the Large Aperture Superconducting 

Solenoid (LASS) spectrometer at SLAC. The LASS spectrometer is characterized by a 

clean RF separated K- beam, flat acceptance over nearly 47r steradians, and a bias-free 

trigger for events with 22 charged particles. It consists of a solenoidal vertex detector, 

a downstream dipole spectrometer and particle identification devices. Cylindrical and 
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planar proportional chambers surround the hydrogen target to detect particles with 

- 47r solid angle in the magnetic field of 22.4 kG provided by the superconducting 

solenoid. High momentum, forward going particles are measured by the dipole spec- 

trometer. Good particle identification is provided by two threshold Gerenkov counters 

located at the end of solenoid and dipole spectrometers with a ?r threshold at 2.6 

GeV/c and 2.9 GeV/c respectively, a time of flight counter hodoscope downstream of 

the solenoid, and dE/dx measurement in the cylindrical proportional chamber package 

around the target. The details of the spectrometer are described elsewhere [9]. The 

sensitivity of the experiment is 4.1 events/n& and the resulting K-q sample is at least 

twenty times larger than that obtained in any other experiment’[6]. 

Four-prong events with net charge zero are selected as candidates for reaction (l), -. 
and the following rather loose kinematical requirements are imposed: (a) for at least 

one mass assignment permutation, the missing mass squared (MM2) recoiling against 

K-?r+n-p m us satisfy IM@j < 0.3 (GeV/c2)2; (b) the four momentum transfer t 

squared, t’ = Itp+,I - ItP+PImin, must satisfy t’ 5 2.0 (GeV/c)2 for at least one of the 

accepted mass permutations; and (c) with the assumption that the missing momentum 

vector corresponds to a z”, the effective mass of the three pion system for at least 

one of the surviving mass permutations must satisfy Mx+r-r~ 5 1.1 GeV/c2. The 

remaining events are refit with full kinematic constraints to the track coordinates to 

distinguish reaction (1) f rom the predominant diffractive background process K-p + 

K-lr+r-p ; events are removed if they satisfy this hypothesis with confidence level 

2 10-l’ for at least one possible particle assignment. Next, a fit to reaction (1) is 

performed, and events are accepted if the fit has a confidence level 2 10W2. Gerenkov 

counter information is then used to separate K’s from z’s above 3.0 GeV/c, and TOF 

information to separate z’s from p’s below 2.3 GeV/c. Finally, to reduce the remaining 

background, the MM2 (K- ~+a-p) is required to be between -0.15 and 0.1 (GeV/c)2. 

This results in a unique assignment of the charged particle masses for 87.7% of the 
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events. A twofold ambiguity remains for 11.9% of the sample, and the remaining 

0.4% have more ambiguities. The remaining ambiguities are resolved by choosing the 

particle assignment that gives the largest confidence level fit. 

The zT+zF-zo mass spectrum shows clear q and w signals (fig. la) which are well- 

described by Gaussians centered at mass values Mq = 548.0 f 0.4 MeV/c2 and Mu = 

782.6 f 0.1 MeV/ c2, in excellent agreement with the PDG values [7]; the corresponding 

values of 0, a,, = 9.7 MeV/c2 and a, = 19.2 MeV/c2, are consistent with the expected 

mass resolution. 

Selecting the q mass region (0.52 - 0.57 GeV/c2), which contains 7626 events with 

a signal-tenoise ratio of about one (fig. lb), the K-7 effective mass spectrum of fig. 2a 

. shows a prominent peak at -1.75 GeV/c2 and no other significant structure. In partic- : ., 

ular, there is no structure in the region of the K,*(1430). The Dalitz plot (not shown) 

. demonstrates that the high mass region contains the reflection of substantial low mass 

N* and Y’ production. These backgrounds are removed by requiring M,,p >2.00 

GeV/c2 and MK-~ >1.85 GeV/ c2, resulting in the hatched histogram of fig. 2a. pqq 

The acceptance-corrected spherical harmonic moments (tl, = GN < Yl,,, >) in 

the t channel helicity frame are obtained by the moments method for 0.08 5 t’ < 1.0 

(GeV/c)2. The cut at low t’ is necessary since recoil protons of momentum 5 270 

MeV/c do not escape from the target volume. A substantial portion of the data in the 

selected sample comes from the non-r) background below the q peak. For each moment, 

this background is estimated in 100 MeV/ c2 bins (two adjacent bins combined) of 

K-x+T-T~ mass by fitting the zT+rrT-rro mass spectrum, with each event weighted by its 

value of the spherical harmonic function in question, to a Gaussian resolution function 

for the q signal plus a second order polynomial for the background. The background 

moments are smooth in mass, and only moments with small 1 are significant. The 

resulting background-subtracted acceptance-corrected Kq mass spectrum (i.e. too ) is 

‘.. 
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displayed in fig. 2b, and the corresponding moments with 1 2 1 are shown in fig. 3. 

There is clear structure in the region around 1.75 GeV/c2 in moments with I 5 6. Since 

moments with I > 6 are not significant, this structure is indicative of the presence of 

a spin 3 resonance near 1.75 GeV/c 2. There is no evidence of significant structure 

elsewhere. [pp-] 

The spherical harmonic moments can be expressed as bilinear products of pro 

duction amplitudes LX* of the K-q system with spin L and t-channel helicity X, via 

natural (+) or unnatural (-) parity exchange [lo]. Since moments with m > 2 are 

not required, the amplitudes with X > 1 can be neglected and all moments up to I = 

6, m = 2 used to determine the amplitudes Se, PO, P*, Do, Dk, Fo and F*, where 

. we have adopted the simplified notation, Lo E I!&, and I& E I&. In the summed 

intensities of fig. 4, only the F wave has significant peak structure. There are ambigu- 

ities in the region above 1.5 GeV/ c2, but, in general, the other solutions agree with the 

one shown within the statistical errors. A fit to IFI& with a relativistic Breit-Wigner 

form gives M = 1749 f 10 MeV/ c2 and I’ = 193?:: MeV/c2 (x2/N~p = 7.0/8), where 

the quoted errors are statistical only. The systematic error on the mass, estimated by 

. 

using different N* cuts, is approximately as large as the statistical error. 

Given the results of the moment analysis and the amplitude decomposition, the 

peak around 1.75 GeV/ c2 is most naturally interpreted as the Jp = 3- Ki (1780). 

Fig. 5 shows the detailed decomposition of the F wave amplitude. Both IFol” 

and ] F+ I2 show strong peaks at the Kl(1780), while there is no contribution from 

IF-l2 (figs. 5a-c). The t’ d p d e en ences of the significant amplitudes, ]Fo]~ and IF+I”, 

in the Ki(1780) region (1.60 - 1.95 GeV/c2) are shown in figs. 5d and 5e. These 

distributions are fit by the forms &I*e-Bot’ for I&]“, and A+ t’ e-B+t’ * 

for ] F+ I2 in the t’ region 0.08 5 t’ < 1.00 ( GeV/c)2, yielding slope parameter values Be 

= 5.9 f 1.4 (GeV/c)-2 and B+ = 9.2 f 0.8 (GeV/c)-2. Integrating the Breit-Wigner 

. . 
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formulae for the ]Fg12 and lF+12 over the mass region 1.4 - 2.2 GeV/c2, and correcting 

for the q --) ~~7r-7~~ decay branching fraction, the Kq channel cross section in the 

measured t’ region (0.08-1.0 (GeV/c)2) is found to be 2.30 f 0.23 ~6. After correcting 

for the t’ region below 0.08 (GeV/c)2 using the fitted expressions above, the cross 

section times branching fraction in the full t’ region is estimated to be a(Ki*-(1780)) - 

BF(K,*-(1780) -+ K-q) = 3.90 f 0.55 pb (systematic error included). The error 

comes mainly from the extrapolation of the t’ distribution to t’ = 0. Taking the cross 

section o(Ki-(1780)) - BF(Ki*-(1780) --+ Kr) = 7.8 f 2.6 pb from the interpolation 

formula given by the CERN-Geneva group [5], the Kq to Klr branching ratio is 

R3 = W,*W80) + Ktl) 
I'(Ki(1780) -+ KT) 

= 0.50 f 0.18. 

We note that the precision of thii measurement will be significantly improved in the 

near future by using high statistics data on K*- production in the reaction K-p -+ 

P-f d x p rom the present experiment [ll]. Taking the most precise measured value for 

the BF(K'(1780) ---) KT), viz. 18.7 f 1.2% [3], we obtain BF(K,*(1780) + Kq) = 

9.4 f 3.4%. Fl 

In contrast, there is no evidence for the production of K,*(1430) in either the K-v 

mass spectrum (fig. 2) or the D-wave intensity distribution (fig. 4), even though the 

Ki (1430) production cross section is known to be large [5]. Taking the production 

cross section for the K,*(1430) into KT from ref. 5, the upper limit on the Kq to KT 

branching ratio is estimated from IDl!ot to be 

R2 = WGWO) --) Kd 
I'(K;(1430) ---) Kn) 

<0.0092 

at the 95% confidence level. Using the value BF(K,*(1430) --) Klr) = 48.5% [3], we 

find an upper limit for BF(K,* (1430) + Kq) of 0.45% at the 95% confidence level. 

This is substantially smaller than the value 5.2 f 2.9 % which is obtained indirectly 

by the Particle Data Group from a multi-channel fit [7]. 
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The dramatic difference between the Kq coupling to the K,* (1430) and the Ki (1780) 

can be explained in an SU(3) model with octet-singlet mixing of q and q’ [8]. The 

SU(3) K*Kv three meson couplings are either F or D type according to the symmetry 

of parent and daughter meson states. A straight-forward calculation gives 

R2 = r(K; (1430) ---) Kd 
I'(Kl(1430) --+ KT) 

and 

R3 = l-tK, (1780) --) Kd 
I'(K,(1780) --) KT) 

= (cosep)2 (E)’ 

where !?Kq (qKx) is the kaon momentum in the Kq (Klr) rest’frame, and t$, is the _ 

SU(3) singlet-octet mixing angle for the pseudoscalar nonet. Since BP is known to be 
. :_ 

negative and - -2O”, R2 suffers a significant suppression over and above that resulting 

from the explicit factor of 9, due to the expression in parentheses. On the other hand, 

R3 is rather insensitive to &. For example, the branching ratios are as follows for 

representative values of ep : 

t$ = -10.0’ : R2 = 0.008, R3 = 0.41 ( quadratic mass formula) ; 

ep = -19.50 : R2 = 0.000, R3 = 0.38 ; 

&, = -23.0’ : R2 = 0.001, R3 = 0.36 ( linear mass formula) . 

The measured value of R3 and the upper limit on R2 are consistent with all of the 

above predicted values. In this regard we note that a recent review by Gilman and 

Kauffman (121 concludes that t$, - -20’ is consistent with all of the relevant physical 

evidence. 

In SU(3), the features described above apply to all K* states in that Kq couples 

preferentially to odd spin K*‘s, and almost not at all to even spin K*‘s. For the Krf 

channel the situation is reversed; even spin K*‘s are expected to couple preferentially 

to Kq’, while decay modes such as Ki (1780) + Kq’ are expected to be suppressed. 
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Further exploration of the underlying K* states in the KQ channel, and studies of 

K* ---) K$ decay modes would be necessary to reinforce these conclusions. 

In summary, we have made a clear observation of the K-q decay of the K~((1780) 

and have established an upper limit for the Kv decay of the KG (1430) which is signifi- 

cantly lower than the value quoted by the Particle Data Group [7]. The BF(Ki (1780) + 

Kq) is measured to be 9.4 f 3.4 %, while the BF(K,*(1430) --) Kq) is shown to be 

less than 0.45% at the 95% confidence level. These results provide clear experimental 

evidence for the suppression of the Kg (1430) coupling to KT,I, and for the relatively 

large coupling of the Ki(1780) to th’ IS channel predicted from SU(3) with octet-singlet 

mixing of 17-r)‘. 

The authors are grateful to Profs. H. J. Lipkin and J. Rosner for stimulating 

discussions, and are indebted to the technical staffs of SLAC, Group B, and the High 

’ .:,, 

Energy Physics Laboratory at Nagoya University. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. (a) The ~T+x-RO effective mass distribution for the mass region below 1.0 GeV/c2; 

(b) an expanded plot in the vicinity of the q ; the hatched area indicates the q 

region used in the analysis. 

2. (a) The K-rr+rr-xo effective mass distribution for the q region used in the 

analysis ; the hatched histogram shows the result of requiring Mop > 2.00 GeV/c2 

and MK-~ > 1.85 GeV/c2; 

(b) the background-subtracted and acceptance-corrected 

(the tee moment). 

K-q msss spectrum 

3. The acceptance-corrected spherical harmonic moments , tl,,, , with I 2 1 and 
. 

m 5 2. 

4. The intensity distribution for each spin state, where I.Llf0t = j&,12 + IL-l2 + 

IL+I”; the curve superposed on IFl&t shows the result of the Breit-Wigner fit 

described in the text, while that on the ID& intensity shows the 95 % confidence 

level upper limit for K.$ (1430) production. 

5. (a)- (c) The mass dependence of the F-wave intensity contributions; the curves 

on I&l2 and lF+12 are the results of the Breit-Wigner fits described in the text; 

(d),(e) the t’ dependence of I&l” and IF+I”, respectively, in the Ki (1780) region 

(1.60 - 1.95 GeV/c2); th e curves show the results of the fits described in the text. 
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